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Anemi Hotel & Suites proudly presents a preview of it's new 
wing to the recently refurbished Hotel. Working alongside a 
dynamic team of hotel project experts, success is a definite 

outcome! A new entrance to the hotel, just off the prominent 
beachside Poseidonos Avenue, will facilitate an easy and 

convenient drop-off and pick-up of all guests and visitors. An 
all day dining lounge/restaurant is planned on the ground 

floor overlooking the resort's central new square. A state of the 
art Spa and Wellness Center on the lower ground floor will 
elevate guests Anemi experience to a premium level. All 40 

brand new luxury guest rooms are being thoughtfully 
designed with the best care and attention to detail. The al 
fresco areas of the hotel are being redesigned to include a 

modern pool-side bar and recreational center. Overall, Anemi 
is ready to embrace its new face with the same big heart!
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Home away from home…with that extra added touch! Our 
luxury rooms are exquisitely designed to create the unique 
feeling of comfort and relaxation. Carefully-curated decor, 

lavish bathrooms with upscale features and high-end 
furnishings combine the perfect balance of beauty and 

comfort!

Sleeps 1-2 persons | Approximately 22 m2

Anemi Hotel & Suites Pafos Cyprus
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Anemi 
Premium
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Throughout the carefully designed space, warm 
colours and features convey the feeling of earth and 

sun for serenity and relaxation. Contemporary indoor 
heated pool, well equipped Gym, 4 Treatment rooms, 

Zen relaxation area, Steam room, Sauna, reception 
and consultation area, spacious changing rooms, 

recreational suite for specialised classes. Our team has 
created the ideal atmosphere which evokes a concept 

of health, tranquillity and wellbeing.
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Dine in
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Anemi Hotel & Suites Paphos Cyprus

An uplifting space for anytime of the day 
offering healthy Mediterranean cuisine. It has 

both indoor
and outdoor seating as well as offering take 

away and delivery options. 
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The new
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Anemi Hotel & Suites Paphos Cyprus
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Your “Home away from home”
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High Guest Reviews Certificate TraveLife TUV HCCP Visit Our Visit Our Visit Our
Booking.com of Excellence Gold Reward ISO 9000 Facbook Page Instagram Feed Website

www

Anemi Hotel & Suites
Kikeronos street, P.O. Box 60404, 8102 Pafos, Cyprus

Email 
info@anemihotel.com

Reservations 
reservations@anemihotel.com

Website 
www.anemihotel.com

Telephone
+ 357 26945666

Fax
+ 357 26945781
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